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Grade 7 ELA Passage Set*:  
Should humans colonize space? 

Source: https://www.procon.org/headlines/space-colonization-
top-3-pros-and-cons/ 

Topic Background Information Abridged from Procon.org (Source 1)  
• While humans have long thought of gods living in the sky, the idea of space travel or humans 

living in space dates to at least 1610 after the invention of the telescope when German 
astronomer Johannes Kepler wrote to Italian astronomer Galileo: “Let us create vessels and sails 
adjusted to the heavenly ether, and there will be plenty of people unafraid of the empty wastes. 
In the meantime, we shall prepare, for the brave sky-travellers, maps of the celestial bodies.”  
 

• As of June 17, 2021, three countries had space programs with human space flight capabilities: 
China, Russia, and the United States. India’s planned human space flights have been delayed by 
the COVID-19 pandemic, but they may launch in 2023. However, NASA ended its space shuttle 
program in 2011 when the shuttle Atlantis landed at Kennedy Space Center in Florida on July 21. 
NASA astronauts going into space afterward rode along with Russians until 2020 when SpaceX 
took over and first launched NASA astronauts into space on Apr. 23, 2021. SpaceX is a 
commercial space travel business owned by Elon Musk that has ignited commercial space travel 
enthusiasm and the idea of “space tourism.” Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic and Jeff Bezo’s 
Blue Origin have generated similar excitement.  

 

• The International Space Station has been continuously occupied by groups of six astronauts since 
Nov. 2000, for a total of 243 astronauts from 19 countries as of May 13, 2021. Astronauts spend 
an average of 182 days (about six months) aboard the ISS. As of Feb. 2020, Russian Valery 
Polyakov had spent the longest continuous time in space (437.7 days in 1994-1995 on space 
station Mir), followed by Russian Sergei Avdeyev (379.6 days in 1998-1999 on Mir),  Russians 
Vladimir Titov and Musa Manarov (365 days in 1987-1988 on Mir), Russian Mikhail Kornienko 
and American Scott Kelly (340.4 days in 2015-2016 on Mir and ISS respectively) and American 
Christina Koch (328 days in 2019-20 in ISS). [18] [19] 

 

• In a 2018 poll, 50% of Americans believed space tourism will be routine for ordinary people by 
2068. 32% believed long-term habitable space colonies will be built by 2068. But 58% said they 
were definitely or probably not interested in going to space. And the majority (63%) stated 
NASA’s top priority should be monitoring Earth’s climate, while only 18% said sending astronauts 
to Mars should be the highest priority and only 13% would prioritize sending astronauts to the 
Moon. [20] 

 
Pro Perspective (Source 2) Humans have a right and a moral duty to save our species 
from suffering and extinction. Colonizing space is one method of doing so. 

Elon Musk, founder and CEO of SpaceX, stated, “I think there is a strong humanitarian argument 
for making life multi-planetary, in order to safeguard the existence of humanity in the event that 
something catastrophic were to happen, in which case being poor or having a disease would be 
irrelevant, because humanity would be extinct. It would be like, ‘Good news, the problems of poverty 

https://www.procon.org/headlines/space-colonization-top-3-pros-and-cons/
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*This passage set was not intended to mirror FSA word count limits. It was simply designed to provide enough 
information to build a sound argument/speech using the supplementary planning guide.  

and disease have been solved, but the bad news is there aren’t any humans left.’… I think we have a 
duty to maintain the light of consciousness, to make sure it continues into the future.” [1] 

According to some philosophies, humans are the only beings capable of morality, and, thus, preserving 
humanity is the highest moral imperative. Following from that premise, Brian Patrick Green, Director of 
Technology Ethics at the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University, concluded, 
“Because space settlement gives humankind the opportunity to significantly raise the chances of survival 
for our species, it is therefore a moral imperative to settle space as quickly as possible.” [21] 

Some theorists, including Gonzalo Munevar, PhD, interdisciplinary Professor Emeritus at Lawrence 
Technological University, believe colonizing space will increase clean energy on Earth, provide access to 
the solar system’s resources, and increase knowledge of space and Earth. The benefits to humanity 
created by the resources and knowledge “create a moral obligation to colonize space.” [22] 

Sheri Wells-Jensen, PhD, Associate Professor of English at Bowling Green State University, argues that 
the moral imperative goes even further than simple preservation: “[W]e have a moral obligation to 
improve: that is, to colonize yes, but to do it better: to actively unthink systems of oppression that we 
know exist. To spread ourselves without thought or care would probably result in failure: more planets 
spiraling toward global warming or space settlements filled with social unrest.” [23] 

Con Perspective (Source 3) Humans have made a mess of Earth. We should clean it up 

instead of destroying a moon or another planet. 
If humans have the technology, knowledge, and ability to transform an uninhabitable planet, 

moon, or other place in space into an appealing home for humans, then surely we have the technology, 
knowledge, and ability to fix the problems we’ve created on Earth. [33] 

Lori Marino, PhD, Founder and Executive Director of the Kimmela Center for Animal Advocacy, asserted, 
“[W]e are not capable of enacting a successful colonization of another planet. The fact that we have 
destroyed our home planet is prima facie evidence of this assertion. It is sheer hubris to even consider 
the question of whether we should ‘go or not go’ as if we are deciding which movie to see this weekend 
because we really are not in a position to make that choice… What objective person would hire 
humanity to colonize a virgin planet, given its abysmal past performance in caring for the Earth’s 
ecosystem (overpopulation, climate change, mass extinctions)?” [23] 

Some assert that leaving Earth in shambles proves we are not ready to colonize space in terms of 
cultural, social, or moral infrastructure, regardless of technological advancements. 

John Traphagan, PhD, Professor of Religious Studies at the University of Texas at Austin, argued, 
“Colonization has the odor of running away from the problems we’ve created here; if we do that, we will 
simply bring those problems with us. We need a major change in how we think about what it means to 
be human—we need to stop seeing our species as special and start seeing it as part of a collection of 
species. In my view, as long as we bring the… [idea] of human exceptionalism with us to other worlds, 
we are doomed to repeat the same mistakes we have made here.” [23] 
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This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Posu bowl on the menu: more eateries serving
Native American food

A grilled chicken taco at Tocabe, a Native American eatery in Denver, Colorado, May 8, 2009. Photo: Cyrus McCrimmon/The Denver Post
via Getty Images

It's easy to understand why fast-casual restaurants are popular. They're quick and often affordably

priced. In addition, you get to build a meal to your exact tastes, such as Chipotle's burritos or

Shake Shack's burgers.

Fast-casual restaurants are extremely popular in Denver, Colorado. Now, the concept has

extended to Native American dishes that can be found at Tocabe. The restaurant serves build-

your-own Native American tacos, fry breads, nachos, salads and posu bowls. "Posu" means rice in

the language of the Osage Nation, an indigenous tribe from Oklahoma.

Ordering one of the posu bowls feels routine. There's the base: a scoop of wild rice or red quinoa,

which is a small, chewy grain from South America. On the base, you add meat or veggies, beans,

mixed greens, toppings like roasted green chiles and sauce. Although it looks familiar, this bowl is

not like others.

By Atlas Obscura, adapted by Newsela staff. on 05.07.20
Word Count 884
Level 1040L
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Much of the food world continues to rally around the concept of "local first." That means food is

sourced locally. However, Tocabe lives by another motto. The restaurant supports "Native first,

local second." In that one bowl, diners find wild rice from Red Lake Nation Foods, wheat berries

from Ramona Farms, Séka Hills' elderberries and corn harvested by Bow & Arrow Brand, all

tribal- or Native-operated enterprises.

Sharing Their Food Traditions

When the first Tocabe location opened in December 2008, co-founders Ben Jacobs, a member of

the Osage Nation, and Matt Chandra had a simple goal. They wanted to serve indigenous foods

and create a community restaurant like Grayhorse: An American Indian Eatery. Grayhorse was

founded by Jacobs' parents in Denver in 1989.

"There were only certain times you could get our foods — at powwows, birthdays, [other]

celebrations," Jacobs says. He wanted the dishes and ingredients of his childhood to be more

available, and to share the food traditions of other Native American tribes, too. Now, with two

Colorado locations and a food truck, the duo's concept is likely the largest Native American

restaurant chain in the country. "We're reclaiming foods that have indigenous roots. We're

reclaiming the story of them," Jacobs says.

Others are, too. In recent years, Native American eateries have found their footing across the

country. The restaurants include Cafe Ohlone in California, Kai Restaurant in Arizona, and Black

Sheep Cafe in Utah. There's indigenous food in the National Museum of the American Indian in

Washington, D.C., while Off the Rez, which started as a food truck in Seattle, Washington, now has

a store in the city's Burke Museum.

Although the mission of reclaiming the story while serving delicious food is clear, the process to

fulfill it has been slow. Not every proprietor needs or wants more than one location, and logistics

and financials can make it difficult for those who do see a broader future. "It's a fine balance of

being culturally driven, culturally aware, and culturally appropriate while also being business-

focused," Jacobs says. "We spend more money on a lot of ingredients. A gallon of maple syrup

could be $120."

Patience and adaptability are necessary. Jacobs has waited years for some Native food suppliers to

provide an ingredient. If Washington's Muckleshoot Tribe has huckleberries for sale, for example,

he'll buy all he can and include them in the barbecue sauce for Tocabe's bison ribs. Or, he'll make

the sauce with the 100 pounds of chokecherries Red Lake Nation Foods has available, even if,

realistically, he could use a lot more. 

The restaurant ran through 14,000 pounds of pinto beans last year. Jacobs would like to purchase

them from New Mexico's Navajo Pride. However, the farm doesn't ship in such large volumes yet,

and he's not able to drive to and from the property every month. 

Tocabe also buys most of its produce locally. Ute Mountain Ute Tribe Farm & Ranch Enterprise in

southwestern Colorado grows the healthy corn Tocabe has used. The restaurant uses the corn as a

salad topping and in blue corn bread.

"The First People Here Are Still Present"
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For its part, Bow & Arrow Brand, the Farm & Ranch Enterprise's retail and wholesale division,

hopes to expand its stores in the coming years. However, shelf space is competitive and its location

— a couple of hundred miles away from the nearest big cities — adds to the challenges, which

explains why operations manager Simon Martinez says success depends on publicizing the

company's story. "It's about where it's grown. Who's growing it," he says. "Ben was one of our first

customers. He's able to share that story."

Some Native-owned restaurants go beyond getting their ingredients from Native suppliers.

Instead, they rely on more traditional methods. Vincent Medina is a member of the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe of the San Francisco Bay Area in California, and Louis Trevino is a member of the

Rumsen Ohlone community. They co-founded Cafe Ohlone. 

Medina and Trevino hand-gather their ingredients—seasonal items that are indigenous to the

Ohlone people and are found along California's East Bay and in Carmel Valley - with help from

their extended families, . Even salt is harvested using age-old methods. "[We want to] eat the same

foods our ancestors ate. Taste those same ingredients," Medina says. "This place is old. It's been

settled for thousands of years, and the first people here are still present. There's an established

way of eating here."



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Quiz

1 According to the article, WHY do Vincent Medina and Louis Trevino hand-gather their ingredients?

(A) because no other company will sell them the ingredients they needed

(B) because they prefer local ingredients to Native American ingredients

(C) because they have a difficult time finding indigenous ingredients

(D) because they want to use traditional methods to share indigenous foods

2 How does Bow & Arrow Brand's location affect its business?

(A) It makes it hard to sell its products, and the company will likely shut down if it does not move.

(B) It makes it more difficult to get customers, and the company must rely on its story for success.

(C) It brings in more customers for the company, because it is a central spot for the nearest big cities.

(D) It brings in a large number of customers, because they like the experience of traveling to get their
ingredients.

3 Read the following selection from the article.

Patience and adaptability are necessary. Jacobs has waited years for some Native food suppliers
to provide an ingredient. If Washington's Muckleshoot Tribe has huckleberries for sale, for
example, he'll buy all he can and include them in the barbecue sauce for Tocabe's bison ribs. Or,
he'll make the sauce with the 100 pounds of chokecherries Red Lake Nation Foods has available,
even if, realistically, he could use a lot more.

Which word from the paragraph helps you to understand that Ben Jacobs has to be flexible if he wants to use indigenous
ingredients?

(A) adaptability

(B) provide

(C) available

(D) realistically

4 Read the following selection from the article.

Now, with two Colorado locations and a food truck, the duo's concept is likely the largest Native
American restaurant chain in the country. "We're reclaiming foods that have indigenous roots.
We're reclaiming the story of them," Jacobs says.

Which answer choice is the BEST definition of the word "reclaiming" as used in the selection?

(A) changing a thing completely

(B) discovering for the first time

(C) keeping an important secret

(D) taking back ownership of
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New species of snake named after Salazar
Slytherin of Potter series

Image 1. Trimeresurus salazar, or Salazar’s pit viper, named for the Harry Potter character Salazar Slytherin. Photo: Aamod Zambre and
Chintan Seth/Eaglenest Biodiversity Project. Licensed under CC-BY-4.0

Harry Potter author J.K. Rowling was likely inspired by snakes when naming the character of

Salazar Slytherin. In the book, Slytherin helped create the Hogwarts school, which is divided into

four houses. One of those houses is named after Slytherin.   

Now, scientists in India have named a new snake species after him. A species is a group of closely

related organisms. The scientists named the new species Trimeresurus salazar, or Salazar's pit

viper. Pit vipers are a type of venomous snake. 

The snake is the newest member of a group of snakes that includes at least 48 species of pit viper

that live in Asia. Scientists found the snake in India's northern state of Arunachal Pradesh. A paper

published in the April 2020 issue of Zoosystematics and Evolution talked about the new snake. In

the past year, the scientists have discovered five new reptiles. These include Salazar's pit viper,

three other snakes and a tortoise. 

By Smithsonian.com, adapted by Newsela staff on 05.08.20
Word Count 339
Level 1050L
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Researchers say that pit vipers can be tough to tell

apart because they look so much alike. However,

Salazar's pit viper seems to be set apart from the rest

by an orange-reddish stripe found on the sides of the

heads of males.

Salazar's Pit Viper Joins The Club

In the Harry Potter books, the character Salazar

Slytherin was an infamous Parselmouth, or a wizard

that can speak the language of snakes. The symbol of

the Slytherin house is a snake. According to legend,

Slytherin liked students who were cunning, ambitious

and resourceful. 

Salazar's pit viper now joins a small club of animals

that are named after charters or places in the Harry

Potter books. For example, scientists have named

several spider species after Aragog, a gargantuan

spider that made an appearance in "Harry Potter and

the Chamber of Secrets." Scientists also named a

dinosaur Dracorex hogwartsia, which literally

translates to "dragon king of Hogwarts."
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Quiz

1 Which sentence from the Introduction [paragraphs 1-4] BEST explains how scientists determined they had discovered a new
type of pit viper?

(A) The scientists named the new species Trimeresurus salazar, or Salazar's pit viper.

(B) The snake is the newest member of a group of snakes that includes at least 48 species of pit viper that
live in Asia.

(C) Scientists found the snake in India's northern state of Arunachal Pradesh.

(D) However, Salazar's pit viper seems to be set apart from the rest by an orange-reddish stripe found on
the sides of the heads of males.

2 Read the following statement.

Some scientists have found a unique way to express their admiration for the Harry Potter series.

Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support for the above statement?

(A) Harry Potter author J.K. Rowling was likely inspired by snakes when naming the character of Salazar
Slytherin.

(B) In the book, Slytherin helped create the Hogwarts school, which is divided into four houses.

(C) In the Harry Potter books, the character Salazar Slytherin was an infamous Parselmouth, or a wizard
that can speak the language of snakes.

(D) Salazar's pit viper now joins a small club of animals that are named after charters or places in the Harry
Potter books.

3 Which answer choice describes two CENTRAL ideas of the article?

(A) The character Salazar Slytherin was inspired by snakes; scientists named a new species of snake after
him.

(B) J.K. Rowling created four houses in the Harry Potter books; students in the Slytherin house shared traits
with snakes.

(C) Scientists have recently discovered several new species of reptiles in northern India; they named one
Trimeresurus salazar.

(D) J.K. Rowling wrote the Harry Potter books; a character from the books has inspired the names of
several types of spiders.

4 Which statement would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?

(A) Students in the Slytherin house in the Harry Potter books are resourceful.

(B) Different species of pit vipers are often difficult to tell apart.

(C) Scientists discovered a new type of pit viper in northern India.

(D) Drocorex hogwartsia translates to "dragon king of Hogwarts."
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Cave Paintings, Figurines and Arrows: The Art
of the Paleolithic

Image 1. The Lascaux animal painting in Lascaux cave featuring wild ox, horses and deer. The Lascaux cave is located in Southwestern
France and features hundreds of similar cave paintings. Photo: Wikimedia Commons/Prof sax. CC BY-SA 3.0.

Introduction

There is no doubt that humans are an artistic species. We make music, television shows, and

movies, plus we paint, draw, and sculpt. All of these things are art. Humans are able to think in the

abstract. We imagine and create things that do not exist, such as unicorns, monsters, and

superheroes. We also build upon the achievements of earlier periods to make art that is grounded

in history but is also new.

Art brings us together into shared communities and networks that have developed as a result of

our creativity. As humans have produced different works of art, we've exchanged them for other

goods. That's how artwork travels from one community to another. As a result, people learn about

new techniques, improve upon them, and make new works of art. All of these artistic abilities and

creations help to make human culture.

By Bridgette Byrd O’Connor, World History Project, adapted by Newsela on 04.20.20
Word Count 1,210
Level 1080L
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But when did humans first develop the cognitive (intellectual) abilities to create art? Were Homo

sapiens the only species to develop these abilities? Or did earlier species, or even other animal

species, have them as well? Are language skills and collective learning needed to create art? 

These questions are not that easy to answer. This is mainly because we have no written records

from these periods, and few artifacts have survived. Despite these limitations, archaeologists and

anthropologists have offered several theories to answer these questions.

The Paleolithic Cognitive Revolution

Many scholars agree that one key development made our species into fully modern humans: the

Paleolithic Cognitive Revolution. It's the point in time when humans developed the necessary

brainpower to acquire language, think abstractly, and learn collectively. That's when we became

able to create music, art, dance, and technology such as instruments, toys, tools, and weapons.

Basically, these are all the qualities that we think of when we talk about modern human behavior

and culture. For many scholars, these characteristics are what makes humans unique and different

from all other species.

From about the 1950s to today, archaeologists and anthropologists believed that these cognitive

abilities developed with the evolution of Homo sapien_s. Ours was the only human species to

survive. Others whose brains did not develop the same way, such as Neanderthals, became

extinct. Many believe our survival was made possible by those same cognitive abilities that could

create words and art. That's why some of the products of this cognitive revolution include the

development of language, collective learning, and the creation of symbolic art. All of these

elements were present in _Homo sapiens. This is what allowed them to draw cave paintings and

make sculptures that clearly expressed some symbolic thinking.

The Upper Paleolithic Cognitive Revolution: Cave paintings and Venus figurines

Cave paintings are the most recognized Paleolithic art found in Europe, mainly in Spain and

France. They date to the Upper Paleolithic period from about 45,000 years ago. (The Upper

Paleolithic period includes the period of time from about 50,000 years ago to about 10,000 years

ago.) This is what sticks in our minds as fitting the definition of art: paintings of humans and

animals that might represent some religious or spiritual meaning, like the ones shown in the

images below. Another form of art that fits into this definition are the three-dimensional figurines

known as Venus figures. One example is the very well-known Venus of Willendorf. These figurines

might have had some spiritual meaning, such as fertility or goddess symbols. Some scholars think

they were representations of spirit animals.

These works of art may represent a cognitive revolution on the part of Homo sapiens who lived in

the European regions now called Spain and France. It was once thought that these cultural

abilities were the result of a sudden cognitive shift that distinguished our species from all others.

New research suggests, however, that these cognitive abilities were a gradual development.

This is similar to the debate surrounding the emergence of language networks and collective

learning. Some scholars argue that this was a rapid revolution that occurred about 50,000 years

ago—about 150,000 to 200,000 years after the evolution of Homo sapiens. Others believe that the

transition to language and collective learning appeared more gradually. More than one human

species may have had artistic talents, these researchers say. If that theory were correct, it would
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mean we acquired cognitive abilities way back when human tools improved. That's at least 80,000

years ago and possibly even earlier.

Middle Paleolithic Art: Tools, weapons, and beads

Speaking of earlier, let's go back to the Middle Paleolithic period, between 300,000 and 50,000

years ago. Creative humans back then used the red clay called ochre for decorative body painting.

They made tools and weapons such as bows and arrows. Tools are not usually considered to be

forms of art. Yet they do require cognitive abilities to craft and brainpower to improve upon

designs.

Other early Paleolithic art was composed of geometric patterns, represented in the image below

from Blombos Cave in South Africa. This period also saw the creation of beads made from shells,

painted and strung into necklaces and other decorations. These types of art were created at least

75,000 years ago, about 30,000 years before the cave paintings. Therefore, it would seem that we

must push back the time period for this cognitive revolution to include artistic humans living in

the Middle Paleolithic. It was not just for the cave painters that existed during the Upper

Paleolithic period.

What about human species that developed tools long before this period, even before the evolution

of Homo sapiens about 250,000 to 300,000 years ago? Would their accomplishments require us

to extend the cognitive revolution back even further? Or what about early humans who made

musical instruments or performed dances as part of rituals? These are certainly forms of artistic

expression that would require symbolic thought and perhaps early language abilities.

Or how about other human species such as Neanderthals who had a complex social structure and

buried their dead? In fact, recent finds in Spain show that Neanderthals created cave paintings

and made beads out of shells from about 120,000 to 64,000 years ago. This was long before the

arrival of Homo sapiens in this region. Therefore, could the cognitive revolution actually include

other human species?

There are also forms of human culture and evidence that these humans had some cognitive

abilities. Some of these art forms might not be as advanced as those of the Upper Paleolithic. Still,

they represent symbolic thinking.

Conclusion

So, should our definition of what we consider to be art change to include these earliest forms of

human creation? There is certainly much evidence to suggest that technological innovations like

tool-making should be considered a form of art. It takes much skill and creativity to shape tools

and weapons. Those that were then hafted (attached) to longer sticks to use as spears, or were

attached to arrows and shot from bows, were especially complex at the time. 

As humans shared these skills through the process of collective learning, tools gradually improved

and new innovations were discovered. This, in turn, might indicate that cognitive abilities began

long before the creation of cave paintings. That means the roots of humans' cognitive thinking

could extend much further back than 40,000 or 50,000 years ago.
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Quiz

1 Read the following statement.

Some scholars now think that the intellectual power of humans became advanced earlier than
they originally thought.

Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support for the above statement?

(A) Some scholars argue that this was a rapid revolution that occurred about 50,000 years ago — about
150,000 to 200,000 years after the evolution of Homo sapiens.

(B) Yet they do require cognitive abilities to craft and brainpower to improve upon designs.

(C) What about human species that developed tools long before this period, even before the evolution of
Homo sapiens about 250,000 to 300,000 years ago?

(D) That means the roots of humans' cognitive thinking could extend much further back than 40,000 or
50,000 years ago.

2 Which section from the article BEST explains why cognitive abilities are needed to create art?

(A) "The Paleolithic Cognitive Revolution"

(B) "The Upper Paleolithic Cognitive Revolution: Cave paintings and Venus figurines"

(C) "Middle Paleolithic Art: Tools, weapons, and beads"

(D) "Conclusion"

3 The author claims that the definition of art should be expanded. Which selection from the article provides the MOST sufficient
evidence to support the claim?

(A) Another form of art that fits into this definition are the three-dimensional figurines known as Venus
figures. One example is the very well-known Venus of Willendorf.

(B) They made tools and weapons such as bows and arrows. Tools are not usually considered to be forms
of art.

(C) In fact, recent finds in Spain show that Neanderthals created cave paintings and made beads out of
shells from about 120,000 to 64,000 years ago. This was long before the arrival of Homo sapiens in this
region.

(D) There is certainly much evidence to suggest that technological innovations like tool-making should be
considered a form of art. It takes much skill and creativity to shape tools and weapons.

4 Read section “Middle Paleolithic Art: Tools, weapons, and beads.”

Which piece of evidence from the article is MOST relevant to the author's argument?

(A) Paleolithic art used geometric patterns in its designs.

(B) Early humans made musical instruments and performed dance rituals.

(C) Beads and jewelry have been found that were created thousands of years before cave paintings.

(D) Neanderthals had a complex social structure and would bury dead bodies.


